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Discover the 22 Innovative Talents Blazing
New Trails in Art, Design, and More

By Galerie Editors
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Creative

Minds
This group of innovative talents
is blazing new trails with
an extraordinary mix of vision,
experimentation, and
craftsmanship. From a diverse
range of felds, including art,
architecture, fashion, jewelry, and
cuisine, these audacious forces
defne what it means to break
new ground. With a daring sense
of imagination and unwavering
determination, they create
ambitious projects that redefne
the art of what is possible.
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Jef Forrest. Stackabl
oferings (from top):
Fast Lane armchair
by Elena Frampton;
Madame chaise longue
by Drake/Anderson.

FROM LEFT: Stefan
Bishop’s Agaricus cofee
table. The designer in
his studio. His Ash mirror
and Zoetic console,
available at Ralph Pucci.

“ Things still get an immense amount of handwork
to them, but the digital realm is so expansive it’s
almost overwhelming” STEFAN BISHOP

STEFAN BISHOP
The road to creative success isn’t always a
straight line, as sculptor and furniture designer
Stefan Bishop can attest. After developing a
ferce attachment to woodworking as a student
at the California College of the Arts, he
struggled with the medium. “It was super
frustrating because I couldn’t learn fast enough,”
says Bishop, who left school to apprentice with
makers in Berkeley, California, and Chicago. It
was decades before he unlocked his full
potential, even trying other careers before he
had an “epiphany.” In one night, he was fooded
with concepts, flling notebooks, napkins, even
the kitchen counter with ideas. Two months
later he opened his studio, producing forms that
appear rugged at frst glance but astound with their geometric precision on closer
inspection. Now represented by Ralph Pucci, he transforms wood beyond its obvious
boundaries—his new Zoetic tables and bench have a graceful, organic fow. Vulcan, a
massive angular mirror, conjures the colors and textures of a meteorite hurtling
through space, engineered for the frst time in the artist’s practice using computer
design. “Things still get an immense amount of handwork to them,” says Bishop, “but
the digital realm is so expansive it’s almost overwhelming.” ralphpucci.com —J.S.
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FROM TOP: PATRICK BILLER; SEAN M C BRIDE (2); ANTOINE BOOTZ (2); CHRIS FORTUNA
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JEFF FORREST
“My company is built on the idea that the last
thing the world needs is another chair,” says
Jef Forrest, founder of the innovation-driven
Toronto design studio Stacklab. Not that he’s
against making chairs. He just wants to do it
more efciently and sustainably.
It’s the core principle behind Stackabl, his
new digital platform that allows users to
create customized furniture from remnants
and overstock materials sourced in real
time from regional manufacturers. To launch
Stackabl, Forrest teamed up with Maison
Gerard, whose owner, Benoist F. Drut, was
compelled by the idea of a new model for
collectible design—“turning waste into
wonders,” as the Stackabl tagline goes.
In its initial phase, the Stackabl confgurator
ofers four chairs, a bench, and a chaise
longue, all made with felt ofcuts, legs of
responsibly harvested wood, and recycled
aluminum and plastic components. To
showcase Stackabl’s potential, Drut invited
top design frms such as Drake/Anderson,
Champalimaud Design, and Georgis &
Mirgorodsky to create a series of signature
Stackabl pieces, unveiling the results at Salon
Art + Design in New York in November.
stackabl.shop, maisongerard.com —S.W.

